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My 
friends 
say cool  
stuff.

Molly Burke
Queen of Confidence
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What can I say? I got cool friends. 

With permission, I’ve been collecting 
quips and quotes from their postings 
on Facebook. 

I hope these snippets inspire,  
entertain, touch and delight you. 

It’s meant to be shared so please do. 
Better still, compile your own beauti-
ful bounty to pass along. 
 
Enjoy! 
Assorted Mush—
Molly
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“I like bold-  
ness, it’s    
honest.”  
—GinaMarie R.
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“Expectations are  
  premeditated resentments.”  
  —Jimmy A.

“I am only a child playing on the beach,
  while vast oceans of truth lie undiscov-     
  ered before me.”  
  —Bonnie R.

“Excellence is not a skill, it’s an attitude.”  
  —Roxanne D.

“ For those of you that sit and watch the  
 Force of Nature Show, please be very   
  clear—there is a clear difference from  
 DRAMATIC to Drama Queen. I own that   
 I am DRAMATIC—so if you are hiding a  
 belief that I am a drama queen, I do sug 
 gest that you reread your script because  
 you have missed some important cues.”
 —Jolie H.

“Fear is a playing card. You look at it head
  on and it is solid as a brick. Turn it on its
  side and it is as thin as paper.”
  —Jennifer A.

Oh, *snap*!
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“ Epiphanies are like the dessert in front  
 of the unappetizing dinner of acting  
 upon them.”
   —Joane L

“ People defer to the familiar, to a fault.”
  —Laura T.

“ Don’t worry about people from your  
 past, there’s a reason why they didn’t  
 make it to your future.”
 —H K.’s mom

“ Courage! And cut the cards.” 
 —Thalassa T.

“ You can lead a heart to love but you  
 can’t make it fall.”
 —Daniel B.

“ When life looks like it is falling apart,  
 maybe it is just falling in place.” 
 —Lara D.

“ It’s what you make of life that opens   
 the door to your happiness.” 
 —Sandi T.

That’s a smart mama.
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“We are 
the means. 
Love is the 
end.”  
—Neil
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“ How do you know when you’ve  
 indulged enough if you don’t  
 occasionally overindulge?”
 —Tazz R.

“ Regarding gynecology, “I think some-
 body should at least buy me a drink  
 before they stick a pair of salad tongs   
 in me and open ‘em up. Just on  
 principle.” 
 —Gillian C.

“ Jesus and I agreed to see other people  
 but that doesn’t mean that we don’t   
 talk from time to time.” 
 —Lafayette R.

“ Some people are like slinkies- they   
 don’t really have a purpose, but they   
 bring a smile to your face when you   
 push them down a flight of stairs.”  
 —Mark S.

“ I think ‘Caller IQ’ would be a better   
 idea than ‘Caller ID’.” 
 —Thalassa T.

*hic*
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“ [I] would like to develop a knack for  
 just letting go. Perhaps I’ll take up  
 archery.”
 —Deborah D.

“ Today’s three kinds of people:  
 cool, fool or tool.”
 —Mikkel M.

“ Cynicism is dull and overrated and  
 really isn’t the key to being the life  
 of the party.”
 —Daniel S.

“ It isn’t a one-way thing.  
 The nap needs me, too.” 
 —Daniel S.

 
“ It is not my responsibility  
 to make you happy.” 
 —Lauren L.

“ Just because no one’s going to arrest  
 you for it doesn’t mean you’re not  
 being an asshole.” 
 —John K.

I know, right?



“Excellence 
is not a 
skill, it’s an 
attitude.” 
—Roxanne D.
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“ I truly believe that confidence comes   
 from within, from each victory, no  
 matter how small, that when we see our  
 own success, we are able to encourage  
 others to more success.” 
 —Carol A.

“ Celebrating the elegance of living an   
 ordinary life in an extraordinary way.” 
 —Thalassa T.

“ Today there is a chance to do the right  
 thing and be honest to myself. Higher   
 aspirations make for good days regard- 
 less of the opinions that come from  
 taking the road less traveled. Peace.” 
 —Michael S.

“ It isn’t our work to make anything  
 happen. It’s our work to dream it and let  
 it happen. In our joy, we create.” 
 —Rory A.

Let’s hear it for joy!
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“ Your dreams are waiting for you to   
 come true.” 
 —Scott D.

 
“ A good NO is better than a BAD YES!”
 —Genny J.

“ As I learn to be my true authentic self,   
 I step out of darkness and become my  
 own source of light that radiates both   
 the path and the choices that lay  
 before me.” 
 —Don M.

“ Those aren’t compliments, they’re come  
 on lines. Learn the difference or be  
 frittered out of the gene pool.” 
 —Kathryn R.

“ It isn’t our work to make anything  
 happen. It’s our work to dream it and   
 let it happen. In our joy, we create.” 
 —Rory A.

ANY day!



“The louder 
the vitriol, 
the gayer 
the homo-
phobe.”
      —Gillian C.
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“ Different isn’t always better, but better is  
 always different.” 
 —Pj V.

“ I stand in the darkness we call fear, only  
 to see the light we call hope. It is so hard  
 to reach. And so far off in a distance, there  
 is a path we call courage. It leads to a  
 door we call love. We only need to look  
 beyond the door to achieve greatness.” 
  —Bob M.

“ You matter. Every time you smile at a 
 stranger, cry with a loved one, and  
 express who you truly are, you make a  
 difference in the world. Being you is what  
 matters. You matter.” 
 —Andrea H.

“ Never underestimate the power of better.” 
 —Larry V.

Better than ‘I anti-matter’,  

that’s for sure!
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“ All the right people, opportunities and
 circumstances flow effortlessly to you  
 when you learn to remove the veils and just  
 be yourself.” 
 —Michele M.

“ Thinking or knowing, or believing, that  
 I know who I am, what I deserve. That I  
 have just what I want. That I am rockin’  
 it in the body that I was given, in all its  
 beauty and curves...feeling blessed to   
 know, think, believe, all these things and  
 then I smile.” 
 —Liana G.

“ Those who take great risk, who display  
 great courage, are greatly rewarded.” 
—Melanie D.

 
“ Either/Or is such a chore!  
 Embrace Both/And...” 
 —Tomji S.

This makes for easier  

tiara shopping !



“There’s 
just not 
enough  
glitter in 
the world.”
—Jamie J.
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“ In moments when the darkness in the   
 world touches me, I find if I let myself   
 notice it, grieve the presence of it, and  
 then remember that I am not of it, I can  
 get back to being the light....” 
 —Annie O.

“ Someone asked what faires they   
 should do based on the need to  
 “Simplify their Life” So I came up with  
 this: Take the faires you want to do,   
 calculate the distance, the weather, the 
 A-hole/X-element, Divide that factor by
 the number of friends/family that will be  
 there to keep you out of trouble…  
 subtract the number of friends/family
 that will be there to get you into  
 trouble... Read the entrails of the last   
 fool to piss you off… then flip a coin.” 
 —David D.

“ Laugh when you can, apologize when   
 you should, and let go of what you can’t  
 change. Kiss slowly, play hard, forgive  
 quickly, take chances, give everything   
 and have no regrets.” 
 —Kevin.

It’s an in joke...
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“ The world is not a scary place, it’s an   
 interesting one.” 
 —Grace H’s mom

“ There’s just not enough glitter  
 in the world.” 
 —Jamie J.

 
“ The highest courage is to dare to be   
 yourself in the face of adversity.   
 Choosing right over wrong, ethics over  
 convenience, and truth over popularity...  
 These are the choices that measure your  
 life. Travel the path of integrity.” 
 —Susan M.

“ Holding on is easier then letting go. 
 You know what you’re holding on to,  
 you know all of the good and bad  
 involved. But if you let go, everything  
 is unknown. You have to start all over.  
 You’re worried you won’t find something  
 else to hold on to. But when holding on  
 starts to hurt, then it’s time to let go.” 
 —Angel O.

AMEN!



“Why would  
I be fake?  
Real me is  
much more  
interesting.” 
—Classy D.
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“ PRAYER...The world’s greatest  
 wireless communication.” 
 —Classy D.

“ The only true illusion is love. A kindness  
 of the heart against the harshness of the  
 world. Truly a tricky business, love. Fool  
 you every time. Fool me, too. Not easy to  
 see through love. Harder yet to see  
 love through.” 
 —Neil.

 
“ Never forget that sharing your abun-
 dance does not diminish it. Like the   
 flame of the candle, you can light others  
 without losing any of your own fire.” 
 —Adryenn A.

“ Necessity is the mother of invention,  
 and an opportunity in disguise for  
 those that create.” 
 —Christopher B.

Flame on!
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“ Yes, I understand there is no “I” in TEAM.  
 However, there is one in captain... 
 I’m just sayin.” 
 —Nick T.

“ People are like stained glass windows,  
 they sparkle and shine when the sun is  
 out, but when the darkness sets in their  
 true beauty is revealed only if there is a  
 light within.” 
 —Kamila H.

“ Gratitude is the rake, and abundance  
 is the field.” 
 —Lindasusan U.

“ Always pay attention to coincidences
 They are signposts on the roadmap  
 of the soul.” 
 —Ethan H.

“ As I understand it, the best way to get   
 in shape is to take charge of your body. 
 I just have to work my way up from   
 middle management...” 
 —Kaellie C.

I am not a hoe!

Yay! It’s not just me!



“The prime 
of your life 
is where 
you are 
right now. 
Don’t waste 
it!” 
—Holly DeFount
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“ You have to leave the city of your  
 comfort and go into the wilderness of 
 your intuition. What you’ll discover 
 will be wonderful. What you’ll discover 
 is yourself.” 
 —Bonnie P.

“ If your main goal is to become famous,  
 then everyone will know you but you.” 
 —Lisa K.

“ Don’t wait for something big to happen.  
 Start where you are, with what you have,  
 and that will always lead you into some- 
 thing greater...” 
 —Christine M.

“ I am a work in progress. ...  
 The smarter I work, the more I progress.” 
 —Kamila H.

“ When you are arguing with a fool, make  
 sure he isn’t doing the same thing.” 
 —Scott S.

Oof!
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“ My dad always told me, ‘don’t live your  
 life for anyone else.’ and I took him at  
 his word.” 
 —Deborah H.

“ Dancing with joy - it is not the quantity  
 of prayer, but the quality that brings  
 us happiness.” 
 —Fareed A.

“ If you want to feel rich, just count all the  
 things you have that money can’t buy.” 
 —Tracey A.

“ Never get tired of doing little things for  
 others. Sometimes, those little things  
 occupy the biggest part of their hearts.” 
 —Bernardette W.

“ It’s good to have friends who call you on  
 your shit. It’s better not to put them in  
 the position to do so.” 
 —Rj J.

That’s true wealth.



“The very 
act of cre-
ation makes 
the world 
a better 
place.”
       —Rydell D.
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“ Learning is my drug and courage  
 is my dealer.” 
 —Joane L.

“ I’ve been trying to determine if not being  
 satisfied with what you have is ambition  
 or a character flaw.” 
 —Stormy K.

“ Bliss, my darlings.  
 That is my new mantra.” 
 —Thena M.

“ If nothing ever changed,  
 there’d be no butterflies.” 
 —Lindsay F.

“ Even though Ella and I fight and argumate  
 sometimes we’re still best buds. We’re  
 trying k? We’re just little kids, and we’re  
 working on it. I think that’s pretty ok.” 
 —Tyler A., age 5.

Mine, too.

Now that’s one smart 

little cookie!
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“ Take time, my friends, to slow down and  
 enjoy our wonderful world. It might slow  
 down and check you out too.” 
 —Ronald B.

“ Lots of people want to ride with you in a  
 limo, but what you want is someone who  
 will take the bus with you when the limo  
 breaks down.” 
 —Classy D.

“ As long as you are kind and there is love  
 in your heart a thousand hands will  
 naturally come to your aid. As long as you  
 are kind and there is love in your heart  
 you will reach out with a thousand hands  
 to help others.” 
 —Raymond V.

“ Sometimes compassion is all that is left.  
 Not because I’m some angelic force but  
 because it’s all that works.” 
 —Melanie D.

Hey, look me over...



“Pride 
won’t keep 
you warm 
at night.” 
—Zoe E. 
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“ You have been taught that there is some 
 thing wrong with you, and that you are  
 imperfect. But there isn’t, and you aren’t.” 
 —Kat D.

“ ‘Where do you live?’ is a worthless  
 question that I cannot answer.’ 
 How do you live?’ is a great question with  
 so many great answers!” 
 —Sam R.

“ My wealth is found in your friendship...” 
 —Jean C.

“ Dearly beloved, we are gathered here   
 today to get through this thing called   
 life...Let’s get nuts!” 
 —Bob T.

“ Relationships are like glass. Sometimes  
 it’s better to leave them broken, than try to  
 hurt yourself putting them back together.” 
 —Raymond V.

“ I find that when I spend too much  
 time in my mind I end up caught behind  
 enemy lines.” 
 —Don M.

Whew!

And held hostage...
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“ If God is watching us, the least we can do  
 is be entertaining.” 
 —Scott S.

“ Why is it if some dude walked up to me  
 on the subway platform and said these  
 things I would think he was a mentally  
 ill asshole, but if the vampire in my head  
 says it, it’s the Voice of Reason?” 
 —Laura G.

“ Pray, and let God worry.” 
 —Bernardette W.

“ When we worry, we are not solving a   
 problem, we are blocking the solution.” 
 —Lisa K.

“ Another form of giving is to allow others  
 to harvest the fruits of your labor.” 
 —Kenneth A.

“ In the darkest of times when it seems   
 there’s no way out there is always a way.  
 You just have to follow your heart and not  
 your eyes!” 
—Brian S.

That’s advanced-level giving.



“My wealth 
is found in 
your friend-
ship...” 
—Jean C.
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“ Obligations should come with  
 receipts so that you can return the ones  
 that pinch your feet.” 
 —Clifford B.

“ To thrive, all you have to do is accentuate  
 what you love, identify what you want,  
 and focus on rewards.” 
 —Bonnie P.

“ Transforming something does not mean  
 changing it. To transform anything we   
 must experience it fully, and love it just  
 the way it is.” 
 —Stacy W.

“ Dealing with disappointment is easy. 
 Just tell him to come back tomorrow.” 
 —Jeffrey M. 

“ I hold the cookie under the milk until the  
 bubbles stop. It’s all I can do to keep from  
 going “shhh, shhh” as I do it.” 
 —Kaellie C.

And my other bits, too.
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Well, there you have it. 

Profound, funny,  
insightful, silly ...

My friends really DO say 
cool stuff.   :-)

Stay tuned for vol. 2!


